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This e-book is the official course book for Rope Rescue Technique Certification and Wilderness Technical Rescue and High Corner Rescue Course, offered at Colorado Mountain College in Breckenridge, Co. This book is designed for educational resources for beginner guides, outdoor educators, Wilderness First Responders (WFR), EMT's Wilderness (WEMT) and members of
the search and rescue team. This book is intended to complement field courses that teach the skills and concepts presented in this book. This book should be used as a reference text for students taking wilderness technical rescue and a high angle rescue course and will never replace the knowledge gained through rigorous on-site training. The concepts and protocols listed in this
book are only used for educational programs. ALL SAR Techs, Wilderness First Responders, Wilderness EMT and other health care professionals/rescuers need to know the laws and regulations of the state in which they can provide medical care. Providing medical care outside of typical first aid skills can lead to legal action (providing medical care without a license). The author,
Brian Taylor, of Colorado Mountain College, and Wild Guide make no guarantees to, and not to take responsibility for, correctness, sufficiency, error, omission, or completeness of information in this book. Medical care and rescue methods are changing rapidly, and some of the methods in this book may become obsolete. The author checked with several sources deemed reliable
at the time of publication and had a peer review book for accuracy. Readers are encouraged and expected to check the accuracy information with other reliable medical and rescue guides. It is expected that health care providers work according to their agency protocols, and that if you do not work for an agency or under medical supervision you will follow your States Good
Samaritan laws in accordance with the fact that first aid can be put in place at the crash site. Accidents hurt. Safety is not. Safety in rescue operations is of paramount importance and should always be our top priority. The golden rule of not creating more patients in a rescue operation is paramount! Remember that you are responsible for your own safety. Do not rush through
tampering, do it right and make it perfect. Remember that in most rescue operations, we (rescuers) have not created an emergency and it is our responsibility to make sure that no one is injured in the rescue efforts. Dangers exist in the mountains regardless of our actions. Risks are the direct results of our actions or choices. Acute Bad Judgment Syndrome To confuse bad
judgment syndrome when parties don't really understand the consequences of a decision and tend to be more of them ability. As a wildlife guide or lifeguard we must constantly practice the state of high situational awareness. Most accidents happen when we have a combination of factors working against us. Take, for example, the large number of accidents happen when teams
go down to the top. Most likely, climbers are tired and less attentive than at the top of the approach. Then think about the longer we stay in the field, the more likely we are to experience mental fatigue, strong wind, rain, snow and/or lightning. This is when poor decision-making can lead to the use of the wrong method or technique. Recipe for an accident. When we combine
problems with human, environment, equipment and equipment, the higher the chance of an accident. Decision-making in the mountains there are 3 basic decision-making processes that people consciously or unconsciously use when making decisions. As a guide or lifeguard, it is very important that you understand how you make decisions, so that you are familiar with common
traps or traps with your particular style. There is no ideal decision-making model. There is no substitute for experience and high situational awareness. HeuristicsHeuristics are simply the rules of the thumb or mental shortcuts. This is the most common method used for outdoor leaders. We use guristic when traveling on avalanche-ski terrain one by one, avoid the traps of the
terrain, avoid obvious avalanche tracks, etc. We use guristic in situations of survival - embrace the tree, do not panic ... Ian McCammon has identified many pitfalls in gurism (FACETS), which we should all know. Meet-I've done it before and was fine... Acceptance- This is really what the group wants to do... Consistency/commitment- Let's stay in line with previous decisions.
Summer fever and powder hounds. Expert Halo- If you are an expert in one thing you are an expert in all things. Tracks /Lack- No one has skied the slope yet! Fresh tracks! Social Proof- Other people have done it. Analytical Solutions MakingSurprisingly we don't use analytical solutions solutions much like wild travelers. We tend to rely on our intuition and heurism much more.
Analytical decision-making is actually about breaking down a larger problem into a less manageable one. This can often take a very long time and it is often very difficult to have all the right data. If you are new to a particular domain, you can't rely on heuristics or expertise, so analyzing a problem, coming up with alternatives and conducting risk/benefit analysis may be your best
option. Especially if you have enough time to weigh all the alternatives. Analytical decision-making tends to work best when research can support your decision. For example, when figuring out a travel plan you know your group has been traveling 2 mph on the trail. A common pitfall in making analytical decisions is that there are often Variables. We also tend to subconsciously
make decisions with a certain mindset or bias that opposes an analytical decision. Although people are able to make decisions carefully and methodically, it seems that most of the time Non-Ian McCammondExpertise (intuition) Many guides, lifeguards and medics will draw on their previous experience for decision making. Researchers believe that you are associated with
comparing the clues and patterns of the current situation with similar past experiences. Often this has proven to be one of the safest processes for decision making, but you should have a lot of experience! If a group relies on someone's expertise to make decisions, it is wise to discuss that decision. How many times have they been in a situation like this? Is it just a comparison?
What happens if they're wrong? There is no ideal decision-making model. Advance your judgment skills by reflecting on your past decisions (experience) and then applying new knowledge the next time a similar situation arises. Safety should be a high-profile theme of mountain rescue operations. The train is difficult, so you can save easily. Use redundant systems or systems with
belay lines, especially when learning. Use checklists to check security. Do not rush through tampering, do it right and make it perfect. We didn't create an emergency. Our main goal is to return safely home to our family and friends after helping others if necessary. For others to live. This is the ratio between the strength of the equipment and the maximum force that can be placed
on the equipment. Different agencies use different SSFs according to their specific agency protocols. The Mountain Rescue Service does not have a national standard, while the fire service is based on the standards of the National Fire Protection Agency (NFPA). Some agencies prefer not to use the NFPA standard, stating that it is redundant. OSHA has recently been engaged in
vertical security for employees. Each team needs to know what their SSF is and what equipment is needed to arrive at their particular SSF. Currently, many SAR teams use 10:1 SSF (although there is no oversight body to regulate SAR wildlife). The White Board whiteboard analysis is a critical study of the components of rescue exercises. All participants of the exercises meet for
a briefing on how the exercises will be conducted. This allows rescuers to look at the components of the system before entering the field. Participants can determine the positions of the teams, what equipment and best practices for the exercises. Contingency plans and expected problems should also be considered. The critical point of the TestEvery component of the system is
considered to find any critical points. What would happen to the system if this critical point could not? If there is nothing to support it and the whole system fails, then this is a critical moment. Rescuers should be familiar with identifying these critical moments in any rescue system. Should redundancy be added? Whistle The test looks at what would happen during the operation if all
the rescuers had to let go of the system. What will happen to the rescuers and the patient? This exercise mimics the imitations of happen if the team was struck by lightning or if some lifeguard failed to do their job properly. Is your main line and belay line automatic lock? Conduct whistle tests and discuss what if during exercises, so when you perform a real rescue, you will know
that the backup security devices of your system really work. If you work for a local guide or SAR company, you should plan ahead, or analyze the white board of more likely areas where you may have to perform a rescue. This provides a good idea of the resources and personnel that may be required to successfully manage the rescue operation. Drop Tests - Fall FactorsUIAA
standards will say that the maximum impact force on a dynamic rope cannot exceed 12kN.To calculate the force of impact on a dynamic rope (drop factor) to use the following equation: The length of the fall/length of the rope dropped by the drop factor 2 is the highest impact that can be obtained by anchors and climbers. Note: Falling by 1 meter static cord (such as a daisy chain)
can generate 15kN strength and can hurt you! Never climb above the static line where you can fall and shock to load it! Every battle is won before it ever fought. -Sun TzuWell completed rescues require planning, teamwork and communication. Pre-planning prevents Poor performance! Only inexperienced RUSH newcomers on stage. Demonstrate excellent situational awareness
as you approach the stage. Go slowly to go fast... Use the template below before heading into the field to make sure all rescuers are familiar with the rescue plan. Be familiar with the basic principles of search and rescue if you travel in remote conditions. Precious time can be wasted if you do not know how to quickly and safely perform a rescue operation. Alone or reinforced by
the SAR team, the general principles of rescue are the same. Implementation of the planPoses all agreed to a solid safe plan, get the ER done. Use L.A.S.T. response tactics as operational guidance. SEARCH - RESCUE RESPONSE TACTICS: L A S TLAST: Search and Rescue Teams (SAR) will initiate the Incident Management System (ICS) to manage the rescue. This
requirement of ICS staff requires only the need to fill key positions and perform work. Often at SAR it can be on a much smaller scale than the typical urban fire/ambulance unified command system (especially disasters seen on TV like wildfires, building collapses, train crashes, etc).). Often, one or two rescuers fill command and operations/logistics positions, as field operations
may require many ATS personnel to respond to them. Find The UTM or Lat/Long position for coordinates is ideal for finding items, although this is not always feasible. Careful interviewing of witnesses and any parties with relevant information can help confirm a probable search area or last-seen area (LSA) for your original search area. Field teams must always confirm the LSA on
the map before entering the field. I Am I patients are coordinated or LSA in my GPS before deploying on the ground. This is an important step that should not be forgotten, as you can lose touch with the team on the ground because of its inherent difficulties in radio communication in mountain environments. Detailed coordinates should be handed over to med-evac helicopters as
soon as possible to begin to explore local weather, routes and landing zones. Use basic search theory techniques to find an item: The Hasty team searches in the LSA and other likely areas. All teams should use audio and visual methods of attraction (screaming, whistling explosions, lights, etc...). Radio in all the clues (tracks, equipment found, blood ...) that you will find on the
search to discover if they are relevant or not. Access When you have visual or audio contact with an object (considered in the area) it is time to plan the route of access to the subject. Advising the command and all incoming teams of any important updates regarding access to the facility. The station commander is responsible for relaying important information from the scene to the
command. Ideally, the station commander shuts down. It is their job to see the picture of salvation. Members of the SAR team arrive at the scene of the avalanche. Before finding the buried victim, they quickly examine the place that sets the plan. The station commander is responsible for relaying important information from the command site. Ideally, the station commander shuts
down. It is their job to see the picture of salvation. Team members implement a search plan. Rescuers should always have their backpacks on their backs at all times! StabilizeOn this you contact the subject to provide medical and technical stabilization if necessary. Technically, the stabilisation of the object is to protect them from any local environmental hazards (put on a helmet
to protect them from rockfall or falling ice, or put an improvisational harness and anchor them). Some dangerous scenes may require the rescuer to take an emergency step to get the object to safety, where the rescuer can now safely perform medical interventions. Medical stabilization of the patient requires the management of any life-threatening injuries, then stabilizing
orthopedic/soft tissue injuries, treating hypothermia, and preparing the patient for evacuation. Carriers and friends of the affected party help to move the patient to a safer place. Often passers-by and friends may also need some support. They can be exhausted, cold and hypothermia from an unexpected emergency. Evacuation of the patient is often the most difficult component of
the rescue. Depending on your location, helicopter/motorized vehicle assessment and the number of personnel at the scene it can range from a few minutes to many, many hours. SAR dogma to always be ready to spend the night here is very important. That's why SAR teams call their personnel 24-hour packages! Trailhead security BriefingOver years I found that it is extremely
important to discuss, engage, engage, and get consensus with your group regarding a travel plan before you leave the trailhead or coffee shop. This vital step gives everyone an active role in their own safety and buy in to goals or goals for the day (and make sure there was no misunderstanding on the mission or purpose). One of the challenges of leadership is the ability to
recognize a problem before it becomes an emergency. - Arnold GlascowWhen trailhead security briefing missing, rushed, or clumsy, unfavorable group travel conditions and group dynamics is much more likely to happen. This increases the likelihood of people with the wrong equipment, without food/water during the day, unsafe travel methods and poor display of expedition
behavior in general! In my rush on an avalanche rescue day course in Colorado I once missed that a student was wearing Crocs for an avalanche beacon drill in December! Needless to say, the student engagement lasted only about 15 minutes before he had to apologize to the class! In the mountains, personal security is group security, the reckless activities of one person can
jeopardize the safety of the entire group. Safety briefings will reduce the likelihood that someone will get lost or injured; provide participants with a mental map of the area, travel time, and a preliminary plan for GO or NO GO protocols. Hopefully this will reduce the chance of an argument in the field about achieving your original goal against realizing a contingency plan or retreat
(for example when summit fever strikes but afternoon storms are already rolling in and you have lost your window of opportunity). Different rescue organizations can use different names for different assignments, but the main positions are the same in the first place. It is important that rescuers are familiar with the structure and positions of their particular team. Remember that ICS
can be modified according to a specific rescue - in some cases individuals can fill multiple jobs if necessary. Some incidents may require a full ICS with a multi-due emergency response. The site commander (site)Site is responsible for managing the rescue from the place, usually close to the victim or subject. The site formulates an action plan and acts as a team leader for all
other field positions. If possible, the site commander should support a hands-off approach so that SITE can better manage other team members. Sometimes, with limited resources, SITE may also have to act as SAFETY. SITE will communicate with COMMAND at a trailhead or basecamp, requesting resources and keeping COMMAND updated on field operations (ETA
operations, additional resources required, etc...). CommandAment will have operational personnel at the head of the trail. The command will use this operational personnel to carry out the order resources, scribing all personnel and equipment on the ground, having support services like the Red Cross, the ambulance service, the coroner, etc...... coordinator, and oversees the
operation as a whole. Usually the command will have operational personnel at the head of the trail. The command will use this operational staff to carry out the order with more resources, scribing all personnel and equipment on the ground with support services like the Red Cross, ambulance service, coroner, etc... The Safety (Safety)Safety officer is responsible for the overall
security check on a particular operation. They will ensure everyone has proper SIS (personal protective equipment) like helmets, seat belts, radios, gloves, etc... SAFETY will also double-check rigging, nodes, edge protection and other key components of the system to make sure no errors have been made. Anyone on a rescue mission can call Stop while performing a mission, not
just a security officer. Remember that the guiding principle in any rescue operation is always safety first! The main liner Of RiggerThe main rigger line (MLR) is responsible for rigging and controlling the main line that the load will be raised or lowered on. First, MLR must establish where the focal point is located so that they can build multiple anchor systems that will have a master
node in accordance with the focal point. Once the rigging is complete, MLR will be the main operator for the main line. MLR must anticipate any possible needs of the system and be ready to implement them at any time (passing nodes, go from lower to raise or raise to lower). If there are enough personnel in place, MLR usually has assistants to help create mechanical advantage
systems, towing the load and the initial design of the entire main line system with all its anchors. This team will be the main line of the team. Belay Line RiggerThe belay line forger (BLR) is responsible for falsifying and operating an independent backup line belay. The belay line should also be in line with the focal point so that there is no displacement or pendulum load if the main
line has failed. The belay line, like the main line, should have a bomb-resistant system with multiple anchors. BLR should be ready for any expected course of action (the knot passes, lowers, raises, etc...). Not all rescue agencies use an independent sn back belay; Some agencies use two stretch rope system (TTRS) instead. Belay lines (if used) are commonly used for applications
or operations at a high angle (50 degrees), which can have serious consequences if you wash off the main line. This means that the load will be carried out on one main line rather than 2 lines (two stretched ropes of the system), such as the mirror technique, where the main line and line belay are set identical, and both perform as a reduction and backup line. Some Organizations
are now starting to load weight on the main rope line, and transfer loads on both main lines and belay lines once over the edge (TTRS). Edge ProEdge Pro is responsible for maintaining a safe transition of the edge for the rescuer or litter attendant. This includes the protection of sharp edges with protection of the edge, edge, free stones aside, watching the ropes so they don't rub
against each other, and helps carry the load over the edge of the crossing. This person is bound into the anchor by a bombroof, with a self-belay, to place a rope protection as the load goes over the edge. The edge of the pro staff (sometimes maybe 2 or 3 people) also help the litter attendant manage the load while pre-tensioning the system before stepping over the edge. They
can also help in communicating between the litter and the site team if the radios are not used. The First Responder (FR) First Responder (FR), sometimes known as the third person, is a lifeguard who will go over the edge to initially assess and stabilize the patient. This lifeguard must have strong technical and medical skills. FR, if necessary, can rappel to the victim on their own
lifeline, with the ability to go up or down. FR can advise the site if litter and attendant is required, or if FR can simply pick up the patient without any additional support over the edge. Many high-angle rescues do not require litter to be evacuated. In this case, FR can be equipped with several different ways to cross the edge and evacuate the patient. FR can carry specialized life-
saving gear such as short board (half back) and c-collar spine immobilization, medical bash kits, and safety equipment like helmets, seat belts and gloves for the patient. The Litter Of Litter Attendant (LA) collects the litter and goes over the edge to bring the patient up or down in the litter. In Los Angeles, there may be an edge pro and first responder staff to help them with
evacuation preparations. The site will usually decide if the first responder will go over the edge to help or not. A well-trained Los Angeles can often load a patient off a vertical wall unaided, but each mission will present its own unique challenges. If LA has no help over the edge, they need to bring down support equipment such as medical supplies, patient packaging supplies and
PPE for the issue. The task of Los Angeles can be physically challenging and should be practiced on a regular basis. Some teams use a forest litter system that uses 2 litter attendants going over the edge. This system increases the load on anchor and component systems. So if a scaffolding system is used, make sure your anchor and safety factor system is appropriate.
Regardless of your position, it is important to remember that you must function as a perfectly communicating team to achieve a safe, effective rescue. Know how to manage and perform all the different tasks in the high corner of salvation. Don't forget KISS (keep it simple silly!) - that perfect practice makes perfect. The more you train, the more methods you Being able to improvise
and overcome obstacles is a huge part of performing high-angle saves. An effective communication can make a break or a rescue mission. Due to the ineffective communication I have witnessed hasty teams respond to the wrong field site, lacking proper medical medical for the call, unwanted ambulances posing for subjects without requiring an ambulance, lacking the rope for the
mission, and a host of other frustrating failures that added to the mission's difficulties. In this chapter I will discuss several important principles of communication that can help your team communicate more effectively. Radio communication communications about portable UHF/VHF and 800 radio are very common in mountain rescue. Small 5-watt portable radio transmissions can
be very limited to mountainous terrain requiring a direct site communication line if there are no radio transmitters nearby that can increase the power of radio transmissions and transmit transmissions. When you're streaming through a particular channel, remember that the channel is now closed to everyone else, meaning only one person can speak at the same time. If you happen
to key the transfer button without knowing that no one can use this channel. So based on this, the radio communication should be short and sweet. Think about wanting you to say before you broadcast your broadcast on the radio that literally hundreds of people can listen to. The communication whistle for the Rope RescueSee chart is below for the SUDOT method of rope
communication when conducting rope operations without radio (which is a bad idea). Your 24-hour package is your SAR package. It contains everything you need to survive a night in the mountains and pull off a successful wildlife rescue. This you are preparing as a desert lifeguard to get the job done safely and efficiently. No list from the Internet can fully portray what you have to
carry for your mission profiles, but I can certainly get you started. Modern day climbing and life ropes are made with kernmantle construction. This is the nucleus (core) of braided or parallel nylon fibers, which are enclosed by a wicker shell (mantle) of abrasive nylon. The core is where most of the strength of the rope comes from (almost 100% in some ropes), while the shell is
designed to protect the core from sand, sunlight, abrasions and other factors that will reduce the strength of the ropes. Kernmantle ropes are designed to resist spinning (as a put rope can do). Kernmantle ropes are the only type of rope that is approved by UUA for climbing and rescuing. Static vs. dynamic ropeStatic or low stretch rope: Low stretch ropes are used for rescue
applications, towing gears, caving or for top rope climbing (no lead climb). Excessive stretching and spin in the rope is not desirable for the above applications. Static ropes usually have an extension of 1-5%. These ropes have a thicker mantle than dynamic ropes, making them tougher. Dynamic or high rope stretch marks: Designed to conceit maximum strength from lead falls and
only transfer the minimum strength of the climber. Dynamic ropes usually stretch by 7 or 8% and are rated as belay certain 2 falls on UUA. Dynamic ropes have thinner shells than static ropes, but are more flexible. As long as the line belay dense, dense, There should be no significant difference in MAF between low and high rope stretch marks with the drop factor 0. There will be a
significant difference in the rope stretch! Rescue RopesRopes used in high angle rescue applications are different from recreational climbing ropes. The main difference is the use of low stretch (static) ropes in the rescue. Climbers use a high stretch (dynamic) rope because they can be able to lead the ascent and experience high strokes with drop factors up to 2. A high rescue
angle is usually done with a low stretch rope to minimize the stretch in mechanical advantage systems. It is very important to understand the MAF (maximum arrest force) so that you don't damage the rope or yourself. Never lead to climb on a static rope, they are not designed to absorb the impact of lead falling as the dynamic rope is designed for. Mountain Rescue Ropes There is
no official or national organization that monitors or regulates wildlife rescue. Many SARs operate under the local sheriff's office, NPS or USFS. UUA, MRA, BCCTR, NASAR and other organizations make recommendations on standards for rope rescue. Mountain rescue organizations require a strong rope, but one that is lighter and easier to tie knots than a heavy hard 12.5mm
rope, which is more common with fire/rescue. Typically, it is about an 11mm rope with a reluctant strength of about 30kN. Dynamic ropes may be needed for lead climbing to get to patients, but the rescue load is reduced and before towing is usually done on the low rope stretch. Mountain rescue rope: 7/16 inches or 11 mm mantle rope cores, usually a low stretch (1-5%) Rope. A
30kN minimum strength violation is recommended. Recreational climbing ropes and climbing teams use different ropes with different belay techniques depending on the particular climbing. The ropes used for lead climbing will be dynamic to minimize the impact load when the climber falls. Half rope: 2 small diameter ropes (8.1-9.1 mm) that are cropped into independent anchors.
Separately, you need a belay device with 2 slots for overlaying ropes. The advantages of double rope technique there are 2 ropes vs. 1 in regards to your rope being torn, the drag rope may be smaller, you have two ropes for rappelling. The downside is that it is harder for the belayer to manage the ropes. Twin ropes: Twin ropes are 2 small diameter ropes (7.4-8.1 mm), which are
not rated as single ropes. The ropes are both trimmed into the same anchors and used as one rope. Benefits you have an extra rope (less likely both will be torn), double rappel ropes and ropes absorb more energy than one rope. Disadvantages belaying with two lines, and double Don't offer the same protection as double ropes do on winding routes or traverses. Glacier Travel
Ropes: Most sides will use 8.5-9.0mm dynamic dry ropes for overall glacier travel (not technical climbs). This diameter is strong enough to cope with cracks falling and lighter than 11 mm (6 pounds less). The overall length is usually 50 meters, but but Lengths can be used for terrain with small cracks. Cord, Webbing and RunnersAccessory cord are usually 6-8 mm cord that can
be used to build anchors, prusik loops, tension-free hitches, jiggers and other components of the rope system. The size of the cord depends on its use. Prussians for personal use are usually 6 mm. Prusiks to be used in rescue applications (such as tandem prusik belay) are usually 8-9 mm for handling heavy forces. Many guides will share the difference and carry a 7mm cordelet.
8mm ropes are also used for fixed lines, corps de ballet anchors, radium release hitches, and piggybacks for MAS, climbing systems... 1 Tubular Webbing Probably the most versatile piece of webbing you can carry is one tubular web. It is inexpensive, lightweight, extremely resistant to abrasions and is estimated to be around 18kN strong (without a knot). It is the most common
cobwebs seen in a high corner or the rapid application of water. Nodes should be taken out of the web when it is no longer needed. Runner or sling These strong and light 11/16 nylon slings are a standard issue for climbers and climbers. They provide a quick method of combining single anchors into multiple anchor systems. The Dyneema sling is also less bulky and lighter than
one tubular web. Most of the breach's strengths are estimated at about 22kN. They usually come in several sizes with a normal time of 12 and double sling time 24. The accessory Cord or CordelettesAccessory cord is usually a 6-8 mm cord that can be used to build anchors, prusik loops, release the tension of the hitch, jiggers and other components of the rope system. The size
of the cord depends on its use. Prussians for personal use are usually 6 mm. Prusiks to be used in rescue applications (such as tandem prusik belay) are usually 8-9 mm for handling heavy forces. Many guides will share the difference and carry a 7mm cordelet. 8mm ropes are also used for fixed lines, corps de ballet anchors, radium release hitches, and piggybacks for MAS,
climbing systems... 1 Tubular Webbing: Probably the most versatile piece of webbing can be worn by one tubular web. It is inexpensive, lightweight, extremely resistant to abrasions and is estimated to be around 18kN strong (without a knot). It is the most common cobwebs seen in a high corner or the rapid application of water. Nodes should be taken out of the web when it is no
longer needed. Runner or sling: These strong and light 11/16 nylon slings are a standard issue for climbers and climbers. They provide a quick method of combining single anchors into multiple anchor systems. The Dyneema sling is also less bulky and lighter than one tubular web. Most of the breach's strengths are estimated at about 22kN. They usually come in several sizes with
a normal time of 12 and double sling time 24. Rope and Webbing CareThe Rope Is Your circle, treat him with respect. The ropes should be stored in a dry place, away from the sun, away from fluorescent lamps, acids, oils, lubricant and other chemicals. Don't forget to keep them away from batteries! Keep the ropes without knots in the Wet ropes should be hung before drying to
avoid mold and mold forming on the rope. Dirty ropes can be cleaned with a special detergent sold by rope factories. Never use chlorine bleach or put a rope in a dressing dryer. The rope that is used daily will probably have to be removed within 1 year. The rope, which is used most days off, must be retired within 2 years. The rope that is used from time to time must be retired after
4 years. Protecting the rope from rockfall, sharp edges and abrasive material is a must to reduce the chances of rope failure. Using edge protection or tripods also reduces friction when crossing the edge. Rescuers must have a Man Edge Pro. This person is bound into the anchor bombroof with a self-belay to place protection as the load goes over the edge. Specialized ice cube
tray - Hose style protection edge devices can be purchased or improvised edge protection can be built from a fire hose, canvas and even backpacks or rope bags. The rope that is used daily will probably have to be removed within 1 year. The rope, which is used most days off, must be retired within 2 years. A rope that is used from time to time should be retired after 4 years
Protection rope protection rope from rockfall, sharp edges and abrasive material is mandatory to reduce the chances of rope failure. Using edge protection or tripods also reduces friction when crossing the edge. Rescuers must have a Man Edge Pro. This person is bound into the anchor bombroof with a self-belay to place protection as the load goes over the edge. Specialized ice
cube tray and hose style protection edge devices can be purchased or improvised edge protection can be built from a fire hose, canvas and even backpacks or rope bags. The ropes do not break, they cut-old climbing adageRope inspection: Ropes must be checked after each use and the relevant information must be recorded in a rope log for each rope used. There are some
good rope magazines available online as templates. Look for the following when inspecting the rope: the shell of the damage: the ropes must be removed if more than 50% of the threads in the peak are broken on most ropes. Soft/hard spots: feeling of abnormal soft spots, hard spots, changes in the diameter of the rope or tightens from the rope. These subtle changes can
correspond to significant damage to the rope under the shell. Wear and tears: Pensioners have ropes that have been prone to rockfall, excessive load, or severe abuse. Contact your SOP agencies about when you should remove a rope that has been online for multiple rescues. Pollution: any rope that has been contaminated substances must be removed, no exceptions here, the
rope of our lifeline. Unknown story: Never use a rope that you don't know the story. This rope may have been abused or stored under fluorescent lights - they had a previous owner who might have no idea that the rope was being unsafe. Rescuers must be a master of knots. Knowing which node to tie for what application is paramount. Here are the most knots that mountain
rescuers must master. This means being able to tie knots in the dark, with gloves, knowing all uses, strengths, weaknesses and the application of a particular node. Main nodes: Figure 8 retraceFigure 8 bightBowlineDoubled BowlineInterwoven Long Tail BowlineDouble FishermansWater Knot (ring bending)Important knots:Mule KnotFigure 9Flat Overhand Knot ,If using a flat top
knot (European Node of Death) do not be tempted to replace the figure of 8 knots to overdo. Testing has shown that it is unsafe. Highlights: Prussian: Ascension Knot. The prusik cord should be 3mm smaller than the rope you attach it to. Kleimheist: a climbing node that can be used as a prussik hitch. Autoblock: A climbing node that can be used as a prussik hitch. Bachmann:
Ascension knot that can be used as a prussik hitch. Garda: Works like a progress capture device or ratchet. Single Strand Prusik: Allows the user to use a strand of cord as a prusik hitch. Clove hitches: A common adjustable hitch is commonly used to belayer the clip into the anchor system. This hitch is not suitable for rescue loads. There was a significant slippage when not
connected to the top above the clove, and the ultimate force of failure was unreasonably low even from the top. -Light anchors, heavy loads of z. FeryokImportant BendsFlat BendFlat OverhandSquare KnotVideos at knotsThe BowlineThe Water Knot (Ring Bend) Improvised Purcell PrusikImprovisational Below are a few examples of how to tie improvised straps. Improvisational
Chest Harness with Double RunnerImprovisational Breast Harness with 12' WebbingAnimated Knots LinkKnot Failure Articles and Video:2016 EDK Failures in Colorado2016 Mark Davis Dies in Tragic Rappelling Accident in Indian Creek Common Mmonic Used for Anchorage in Climbing and Climbing ERNEST'R. E: Equalized: You can either pre-call the anchor system or build a
self-equaling anchor. Both styles have advantages and disadvantages. The point is to use your anchors and angles properly to split the load between multiple anchors. R: Excessive: Never a good idea to hang the whole team with a single carabinieri, sling or anchor. Always build redundancy into your climbing anchors. Run a whistle or scissor test in your mind to see what
happens to the load or command if a piece of gear fails. Generally speaking, try using multiple anchor systems instead of one anchor, one is not, and two are one. Keep the slack out of the anchor sling and avoid building systems where if one anchor won't extend your other anchor sling. This is most common with self-leveling with long-legged sling (use extension extension knots,
if necessary). S: Strong and safe: All to often we build strong anchors using gear rated over 20kN and maintaining system safety factors 10:1. But how creative your anchor is. 4 poorly placed cameras tied together is a poor anchor! Be methodical when placing anchors, analyzing the possible forces that will be in the game. T: Timely: Speed of safety in the mountains. Know how to
tie knots and anchors in the dark. Slowly smooth. Smooth fast. R: Rigid: Your anchor sling or ropes should not have any slack in them. Pre-voltage your system before approaching the edge to make sure all anchors are weighed properly. Self-Equalized Anchor Systemaka:magic x, load-spreading anchor, dynamic alignmentSelf-leveling anchor system with magic x twist before
cutting off carabiner.Common top rope or lay anchor for climbing and climbing. Works well when combining several sub-optimal snow or ice anchors. Usually built from the same length runner. Usually not used with rescue loads (2kN) in SAR. Build a self-in-a-half anchor system with a runner, double runner or corps de ballet. Forming the magic x and cutting it off through the
master carabiner point will prevent a catastrophic failure if one of the anchors fails. With this anchor system, it is imperative that the anchor system be built to avoid expansion if one of the anchors fails. This can be achieved by limiting individual anchor legs to less than 12. You can also tie the top knots on either side of the sliding carabiner to limit the possibility of expansion. It
would also add some redundancy to the system. Self Equalized AnchorAdvantages: Fast and easy to set up. Minimum equipment is needed. When the load shifts, the anchors should roughly split the load. Disadvantages: The sling configuration has no redundancy. Expansion and shock load anchor if one anchor fails. You should add extensions of limiting nodes when using long
slings. Anchoraka's Fixed Leg: Static alignment, pre-leveled anchorIt is another common anchor belay that is usually built from a 15' 7mm or 8mm corps de ballet. Unlike the self-leveled anchor system, this master node on this anchor will not move with the moving load. When building this anchor system, try to avoid wide anchor corners to minimize the swinging load when the
anchor failure is failing. Use a fixed foot anchor system when the climber climbs directly under the anchor. This is the most common anchorage style used in high-angle SAR applications. AnchorAdvantages Fixed Leg: Fast and Easy to Set Up. Minimum equipment is needed. The Cordelette or sling configuration provides an excess sling. When the load shifts, the anchors must
share the load. Disadvantages: Load shifts can't be compared at anchors. One anchor can take a lot more load with this offset. Shift the load if one anchor fails. Anchors and cornersDeforce The concept of anchorage and rope system dynamics is to understand how rope or angles can increase or decrease as a result of force force your anchors. Keeping angles at less than 45
degrees on the rope legs in your anchor system ensures that the load is evenly distributed between the anchors. If your angles are 120 degrees or more, you can easily double the load on the anchor system. Use a peace sign to guess about 45 degrees. This will help you keep the load evenly distributed between the anchors. Changing direction (COD's) Another important concept
to understand with the angles in the rope systems is the difference between the anchor angles (covered above) compared to what happens when you run a rope that through the pulley and rope changes direction. Wherever this COD occurs, there will be no force multiplier effect on the anchors in cod (for example, what happens when you build a mechanical advantage system).
The basket anchors a lightweight, strong anchor to tie with the loop of the cobwebs. Tie the bend of the ring (water knot) into a piece of 1 tubular cobweb and wrap a loop around the tree or post. Try to protect the knot by putting it behind the tree from the load. A clip of a carabinieri or three links at the end of the loop. This anchor has no redundancy (if one of the legs of the
eardrum break, the anchor will fail). Be careful that you are not a three-axial load carabiner with cobwebs. This anchor can also be built from stitched runners or slings. Excess Double Loop Anchor (38.77kN) Fold the cobwebs in half, so you have 2 strands to wrap around the tree. Then tie the end of the bight and the two single strands ends together in the bend of the ring. If one
of the strands breaks, we'll still have one loop holding the anchor together. Excess Wrap 2, Pull 1 (43.15kN) is a super strong anchor that is easy to tie and check. The node has redundancy and is also easy to untie because the knot is protected from the load from friction on the tree. Make sure that the node is applied to the load so that it is protected, meaning friction from
wrapping around the tree will not put a full load on the node to maintain high strength. The high strength of the Anchors Making High Strength tie-off increases the strength of your anchor by taking the knot out of the game. Without the voltage anchors use friction ropes around the tree to ensure the rope retains its original strength (most 11mm lifesaving ropes have a strength
violation of 30kN, but the knot can loosen the rope to 20kN if stressed). Using high strength tie-offs at anchors is a good tampering! Hasty Anchor (Tension-Less Tree Wrap)Link Figure 8 to bight at the end of the anchor line and clip the carabiner to it. Wrap the rope 2-3 times around the tree and then clip the carabiner back into the working end of the rope. If your anchor is not a
bomb shelter and you need a second anchor for security, you can wrap a second tree or post that is located between your anchor and the focal point where you will be rappelling. Make sure there is no slack between the two trees when building 2 trees to wrap the anchor system. Mechanical systems (MAS) have been used for thousands of thousands years to facilitate the lifting of
heavy objects. As a victim pulling more rope, we can lift heavy loads with fewer people. MAS are an important skill set for any lifeguard and have many applications ranging from towing gears to a large wall to crevices rescue. Many lifeguards know how to set up simple 3:1 MAS or z-drags, but are not familiar with complex or complex systems - the resulting systems and dynamics.
It's really important to understand how adding MAS to your system can increase strength on system components like your anchors. There are several different types of MAS: simple, complex and complex. Knowing the pros and cons of each type of system can help reduce unwanted friction, waste equipment and perhaps having a lot of force applied to your equipment. Remember
that rubbing the edge usually reduces the strength of the anchor system while reducing the load, but this increases the force at anchors during up-hauls. 3:1 The simple MASThis system is probably the most taught MAS in the world of salvation. This is often the first system deployed because of its simple setup. 2:1 MASThe 2:1 MAS is not used as much as 3:1. Usually because
the load is usually tied to the end of the rope. But at 2:1 MAS the end of the rope is tied to the anchor and the pulley must be lowered to the load or the patient. 6:1 MASThis illustration is a 6:1 connection. If you break the system down it's essentially 3:1 running at 2:1 (although it's still the same system). Notice how you start counting the units where the lifeguard pulls on the rope.
This 6:1 MAS is connected to another rope (highline for example) by a tandem triple prusiks wrapper. Avoid using mechanical cams in MAS because high force can damage cams or cut the rope. Reboot masThe T-Method or voltage method for calculating MASUse tension-method for calculating theoretical mechanical advantage. This is done by counting how your pulling tension
(t) is distributed throughout the system. If you pull 1 voltage unit (T1) and the rope goes 180 degrees around the pulley, you will have equal tension on the rope parallel to the first rope (after it passes through the pulley). On the opposite section of the pulley (where the pulley is attached to something), you will see the amount of 2 rope tension. Before rappling, conduct a security
check with your teammate or partner. Human error plays an important role in accidents. Checklists can prevent stupid mistakes. If you are separated from your team or partner, try to conduct a rappel security check on the radio or at least do it yourself! Let no ghost mans ever come back and say that his training has failed him. -National Fire Academy SignDistressed parties may
have to pre-torn on the rappel line if a lifeguard plans to rappelling the station first. DD problem Must be connected to their strap with an elongate strap. This will allow the rescuer to rappel over the edge without forcing the DP to land due to weight on the rope. Tandem RappelsRackers should be comfortable to manage tandem rappers with problematic parties. You should
consider the increased weight of your system by increasing the strength of the anchor and using DCD capable of holding the 2kN load! Rescue belay is a rope system consisting of a rope and rescue-rated belay device used as an independent safety line that would catch and hold the load if the main line system fails. It must have independent anchors from the main system and be
built to pass the British Columbia Belay Competence Test.Rescue Belay Device Basics: Belay device should be able to stop the drop in the rescue load (200 kg load). The 450 pounds or 2kN.Belay device should not seriously damage the rope when arresting the fall. Many mechanical ascending can mow the rope with minimal force. The Belay device should be able to continue to
reduce the load after the arrest of the fall. The Belay device must arrest the fall without the rescuer involved the device. (not to say we don't want to manage it) The Belay device must arrest the fall without creating a strike force that will injure people or damage gears. This should be less than 6-8 kN force depending on the source (OSHA, BCCTR). Belay lines cannot protect you on
long descents because of the stretching of the rope. Rigging for Recovery recommends putting DCD in the belay system on long downgrades (30m) to eliminate rope stretching. Rescuers should never be part of the belay system! Many agencies will do drop tests and conduct whistle tests on their lifesaving belays during exercises where there are no people associated with the
system (use weights or manikins). This can help you figure out how your belay really works and if it really does what you think it should. Although this book concentrates on one rope technique more than a double rope technique, more and more agencies are going back to more of the double rope technique where belay can be set up exactly like the basic line system in regards to
the lowering/belay of the device. With both basic and belay, having ratchet or plaques to make the hand system free. Rescue BelaysUnlike belay is used for climbing (1kN load), rescue belay should be able to safely arrest the rescue load of 2kN with a 1/3 drop factor, rather than damage the device and not damage the rope, so that the belay can safely continue without the need to
replace any equipment. Tandem Prussian BelayOne of the most common rescue belays used in the high corner mountain rescue tandem prusik belay (TPB). TPB has consistently passed the BCCTR Rescue belay test - it is a very light weight system compared to some of the new mechanically worthy control devices usually used in front country rescues from and EMS. Tandem
Prusik Belay: Set up1) Attach a load release hitch with a carabiner lock to get the anchor. Downloading release hitches will allow you to release prusiks if they jam and it will also work as a shock absorber for the anchor. 2) Attach a long prusik and a short prusik to the belay line with 3 wrap prusik hitches. Long Prussian Prussian be the closest thing to the load. 3) Clip a long prusik
in a carabiner with a load of release hitches, then a short prusik, and finally a prusik imaginary (if you use one). Between the pulley and the short Prussian should be the width of the thumb. Between a short Prussian and a long Prussian should be 4 fingers wide. Prusik's cord doesn't have to be too hard. All tandem prusik belay must be tested on the belay line before actual use.
When tying a long prusik, use a 65-inch long prusik cord. For a short prusik, use a 53-inch prusik (this length before making prusik loops). Tandem Prussian Belay: TechniqueAn experienced attentive belayer must attend at prusiks. The belay rope should have a bend in it on the anchor side to speed up catching the prusiks on the rope. BCCTR claims that 90% of the load is under
a long Prussian. Prussians should be snug, but not jam line. You should hear nylon rubbing on nylon if you are belaying properly. SMSB is a total of 2 rope rescue system used in high corner rescues. One rope, the main line, is used to reduce the load with the appropriate DCD, which can handle weight. The second line, the belay line, is attached to the load and held hand tightly
through the rescue belay device as a backup or backup belay in the event of a main line failure. SYSTEM SMSB with 2 Petzl ID'sDual Capacity Two Stretch Rope System (DC TTRS) Two stretched rope system is a rope system that uses both ropes to exchange load during the reduction (instead of all the weight on one and the other as a backup belay). There are several ways to
achieve this, with the more common method likely to have 2 ropes going through 2 separate DCDs, each with its own anchor system (see pic on the right). Top Assisted Pick-Offs is a style of stranded climber rescue in which a lifeguard lowered from top to patient then lifted or lowered to safety by team members from the top of a cliff. This puts most of the workload on team
members at the top (performing uphaul) to minimize the amount of work for the lifeguard going over the edge. This system is usually a two rope system, either one basic, separate belay or double stretched rope system. Rescuers at the top must be ready to up or lower the rescuer and the stranded climber. The MPD stands out when the oat system changes rapidly from lower-
raises-lower. It has high pulley efficiency and progress capture device function. Panorama Style Pick OffRappel Pick-Off Rappel-style pickup when a rescuer RAPPELS up a stranded climber instead of being lowered down by team members. If a stranded climber hangs on a rope the lifeguard will have to get stranded climbers to weight off their rope using a compact system to haul
(jigger) or pickup strap. This style puts more workload on the lifeguard going Edge. The lifeguard, s hanging over the edge, can be hung by a teammate on the second rescue rope to provide an extra extra Security. It is very important that a lifeguard rappelling with a stranded climber uses DCD, which has enough friction for a two-person load (2kN). Additional friction can often be
obtained by adding a redirect from your DCD. Artificial High Directions (AHD) is used in high-angle rescue to facilitate easy edge transition. Basically AHD can (1) protect the rope from any sharp edges by lifting the rope over the edge (2) to reduce the friction that will result from the edge during the raising system (3) provide a high anchor point to facilitate the transition of the edge
with heavy debris. Edge Crossing with AHD l Sometimes high angle rescues occur because the sides are injured and stranded. In addition to evacuating a patient from a technical area, the rescuer must provide medical assistance. A recent RMRG study stated that 57% of their climbing victims suffered one or more injuries. The team's tactics depend on how many drugs are done
on the rope. ALS medicine on the rope seems to dwarf the hasty pickups with BLS care. The following pages offer certain priorities and look at common/unusual climber or mountaineering injuries. The rope medicine is definitely more art than skill and often solid climbers can surpass street medics. Rescue first, medicine SecondOften rescuers prefer to save their patient and then
provide medication after the patient is on the ground. While this statement is often true, we need to assess each situation unequivocally and determine the best course of action for the patient (with the safety of the lifeguard always a priority). Some situations may require an operational life-saving intervention before the patient is off the rope (especially when conducting a long, slow
technical bias). Technically safe patient While you are approaching the patient, you want to make sure you don't lose them, so you will provide them to the scene. Technical support for the patient by the rescue system; Put a harness on someone in an unstable place; Further prevention and combating any other dangers is part of the safety scene, which is always a priority!
Remember the motto of EMS Safety: the lifeguard first, the team is second, passers-by the next and then the patient. Never create more patients! Safety is our number one priority in the first place! A 2012 study by Rocky Mountain Rescue Group found that: Lower limb injuries, the most common, followed by head, spine and upper limb injuries, are noted that injuries to the lower
limbs, head and spine account for 59% of injuries. Another UK study states lower limb injuries are the most common injuries in mountaineering. Orthopedic injuriesOrthopedic injuries are mostly fractures and dislocations, but often severe sprains are difficult No X-rays. A stable injury may not require immediate splinting on the rope, while angulated or displaced injuries can justify a
fast tire to provide no further damage to reduce pain. Head and spine injury - Spinal injury is a relatively common injury for climbers and climbers. First First May be able to quickly reach the patient and put them in the neck collar and support the hands to stabilize to the best of their ability in anticipation of the litter and litter attendant. Rescuers should be familiar with NEXUS
selective spine immobilization criteria to assist in clinical decision-making on whether the patient should return to board or not. When packing patients in litter, especially if they have a head injury, determine how you will manage their airways if they vomit. Some options include: bringing suction devices with you; the inclusion of the barf line on the litter, the administration of
antimetics; or the patient's packaging is prone or in a lateral lying position. Remember that in most spinal injuries the primary injury has already occurred - our job is to prevent secondary injuries by avoiding lateral movement of the spine - avoiding flexion and spina b) Patients suffering from head injuries can be disoriented or combative, so be very aware of your personal safety.
These disoriented patients may try to grab you or rope! Soft tissue injuries are captured to stabilize any severe arterial or venous bleeding with immediate direct pressure and pressure bandage. Things to consider while dressing on a rope: Suspension TraumaSuspension trauma has been in the literature since 1972 and has been named many things such as seatbelt syndrome,
suspension injury, orthostatic syndrome, etc. all of these names try to describe the same phenomena when blood pulls in a sated system in the legs from the patient without reacting vertically. Usually, when a person goes unanswered, the person falls (horizontal position) - blood can now flow into the brain and heart, and the person recovers. If the patient's body cannot go
horizontally because they are in a harness, the patient cannot recover from this state of shock and may die. Once again the patient must be passive and not using leg muscles for this. It is not the harness that causes this pathological process, but the pooling of blood in the legs from an unrequited state. There is no specialized treatment for suspension injury. Once you have
rescued the patient proceed to the standard BLS and ALS protocols. Technical Kit Med Personal Protection Scissors, Multiin Instruments Bleeding Module Orto Module Of Medicines Module Air Pathways At the Rope Point Medicine: Prepare the equipment before you cross the edge. Talk to your patient when you go down to determine his level of consciousness and the main
complaint. Technically stabilise the patient from the autumn. Conduct an initial assessment in search of life-threatening injuries. We perform life-saving measures quickly. Decide which medications, if any, should be performed on a rope compared to managing injuries in a safer place (ledge or on Oxygen oxygen oxygen rope rescue training manual pdf. rope rescue training manual
uk
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